
CREATIVITY HOME LEARNING 
 

 

1) EXPLORE PRINTING  

Think of creative ways to make animal patterns on a piece of fabric or  

paper (eg paw prints) can children create a repeating pattern?  

Which material is best to use for printing? How will you make the print? (cardboard, finger tips 

etc)  

 

 

2) JUNK MODELLING –  

Invite children to create without a brief – What would you like to create? Can you draw a picture 

before you make it? 

 

3) NOAH’S ARK  

 

 CONSTRUCTION - Build an ark that will fit at least 2 small world animals. Which materials will you 

use? How will you join things together? Which materials will create interesting effects? (eg: 

corrugated paper, strips of sugar paper for wood effect etc) Encourage layering, teating, rolling etc 

to create different effects when decorating boat.  

 

 

 
 

 MUSIC  - Listen to ‘The animals Went in 2 by 2’. Explore instruments that could represent different 

animals and play alongside music. Can children start from quiet and take turns following 

instructions (verbal/ sign or visual prompt) to play/ stop playing their instrument? (eg: respond to 

stop and start signal) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mrbhsusOGM 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuQjR2lsYl0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EWpBIii4XQ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mrbhsusOGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuQjR2lsYl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EWpBIii4XQ


CREATIVITY HOME LEARNING 
 

4) PETS 

SCULPTURE – Look at sculptures of animals and discuss techniques used to create some animals.  

Model drawing an animal and deciding the colours and the material to be used. Encourage children 

to do the same.  

 

Model using different malleable materials to create an animal (eg: clay, saltdough, playdpugh  etc)  

Q- What will you use to create the texture? (eg: scales, fur etc). Modle mark making techniques 

Support children to create their animal models.  

 

   

   
 

 Make animals out of junk 

           

 Make your own pet sanctuary using junk and toys.  
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5) MINIBEASTS 

 COLLAGE - Look at examples of garden scenes and insects created by others on line. Talk about 

techniques used to roll, tear, fold, layer paper etc to create different effects. Support your child to 

create a garden scene with insects   

  

 

 JUNK MODELLING - Create a garden in a box 

Use junk materials and paper to create a garden in a box or a fake plant pot. Think about: What you  

will use to create flowers? What could be the grass? How will you stick it together? What will you 

use? Etc. 
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6) FARM 

 CONSTRUCTION - Create your own farm  

 
 

 MUSIC – Use body percussion (eg: clapping, taping etc), make your own instruments or find objects 

around the house to use as instruments. Listen to ‘Old MacDonald’. Explore instruments that could 

represent different animals and play alongside music. Practise starting from quiet and take turns 

following instructions to play/ stop playing their instrument (verbal/ sign or visual prompt). 

 

7) MOTHER & BABY 

 Make a mother’s day card and gift.  

      

   


